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Papaya is the largest contributor to fruit export of Malaysia. Before exportation, these fruits for export are graded according to their
size, maturity and defects. The major parameter which is used to classify fruit size is their weight. Currently, the papayas are being weight
individually and such practice is time consuming and labor-intensive. The advent of computers and machine vision technology offers great
potential to automate this process. Therefore, the objective of this research is to estimate the papaya weight using results of the image
analysis and then classify them according to their grades. The methodology involves measuring the actual volume and weight of papaya
samples, and capturing their images. The characterization results showed that the weight and volume parameters are highly correlated and
therefore, the derived formulation based on the collected data could be used to estimate the size of papaya. In the image processing task, the
morphological procedures and segmentation using excess green color filter allow papaya images to be precisely distinguished from the
background and shadow. This in turn allows the computation of the estimated volume of papaya simply by measuring the radius of the
object at specific area and integrating over the length. Finally, papaya weights are estimated using the volume information. The
classification ability of the proposed system when tested yields above 90% accuracy.

1. Introduction
Papaya is the largest contributor of fruit export in
Malaysia (10). Before being exported, all fruits are subjected
to inspection for quality control purpose and graded
according to their size, maturity and presence of defect (4).
For grading according to size, weight is the common and
popular parameter used because since it is easy to measure.
Currently, the measurement is done manually by weighing
individual papaya to get a uniform size prior to packaging.
However, this manual weighing procedure is time
consuming and labor-intensive. Furthermore, it can cause
surface damage to the papaya yield and in addition,
inefficiency in handling will result in low productivity due to
huge production volume (9).
Computer vision systems have been widely used in the
product quality inspection and grading. Heinemann et al has
developed an automated machine vision for grading of
potatoes that are capable of classifying moving potatoes with
88% accuracy and 97% accuracy for stationary potatoes (7).
Another similar work was reported on apple classification
with accuracy 89.2% (1). However, up to now no such work
relating to machine vision papaya grading system has been
reported Machine vision has been proven to offer great
potential to overcome the disadvantages of the manual
grading or inspection system. Based on the analysis and the
characterization study performed onto the papaya images,
we strongly believe that we can obtained meaningful
descriptors to enable efficient automated papaya grading
system be realized.
Therefore, this paper will discussed and provide details
relating to the implementation of the proposed automated
papaya grading system using the estimated papaya weight
computed based on the papaya images. The grading of
papaya is based on the grading system set by the Federal
Agricultural Marketing Authority (FAMA) of Malaysia.
Table 1 enlists the grading regulation for the exotica papaya
for export (4).
Table 1. Size grading of exotica papaya
Size Grade
Weight (grams)
XL
> 850

L
M
S

650 – 850
450 – 640
250 – 450

2. Methodology
Methodology involving the papaya fruit grading system
includes data acquisition task, determination of correlation
formula, image processing task and computation of
estimated weight. Fig. 1 summarizes the procedures
involved.
Data acquisition from papaya samples
- capturing images from 2 perpendicular views
- measuring actual volume by liquid displacement
- measuring weight using digital weighing
- Determine the correlation between ACTUAL
volume and weight
- Create a regression formula
Image processing:
- Removing shadow using ExG color filter
- Removing noise using morphological techniques
- Calibrate with image from manually segmentation
- Compute the estimated volume
- Compute the estimated weight & classify into their
grade

Fig. 1. Methodology of the research

2.1 Data acquisition
A total of 71 Exotica papayas of varying size were
collected from one of the papaya orchard in Selangor,
Malaysia. These fruits were then brought back to the
laboratory for preliminary inspection to determine their
weight digitally and measuring the actual volume using
liquid displacement method. The characteristic of the exotica
papaya in term of weight and volume are then studied to
determine the correlation between the two parameters. A
high correlation implies that if the volume of papayas were
to be determined from image analysis then their weight
could be estimated using the derived formula.
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The images of papayas were captured at random
orientation from two perpendicular views using the Olympus
Camedia C-5050 digital camera. The papaya is first laid flat
on the surface and the first view was taken at a random
horizontal position followed by the second view in which the
papaya is rotated 900 from the first captured view. Image
features such as diameter, area and volume were calculated
by averaging the features of both views. Images were taken
with camera flash in standard room lighting. The camera was
setup in a fix position to get an appropriate silhouette of
object. A bright yellow paper was used as background
surface to facilitate and simplify the segmentation task.

Value of gray scale image
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Fig. 4. Determining the optimal thresholding level
The room lighting or camera flash acts as noise and can
affect the image quality (Fig. 5.a). Morphological algorithm
based on dilation, complementation and intersections was
implemented to remove the noise using region filling
technique. As shown in Fig. 5 (b) the black dot (‘0’) inside
the white object represents noise. Beginning with a point p
of the noise, the objective is to fill the entire region of noise
with ‘1’ using the following procedure (8)

Camera

Object

Fig. 2. Configuration of capturing images of papaya

X k = ( X k −1 ⊕ B ) ∩ AC

k = 1, 2, 3, …

(2)

where X0 = p and
B : represents the symmetric structuring element
A : represents the original binary image.
The algorithm is terminated if Xk = Xk-1.

2.2 Image processing
In this work, volume estimation are measured based on
silhouette image of objects. The presence of shadow will
affect the silhouette. Therefore, the object shadow should be
removed before performing the volume estimation. For this
task, excess green (ExG) color filter was implemented to
separate the object from both its shadow the background.
ExG filter has successfully been applied to separate
plant and soil region for weed species identification research
(5). The ExG is defined as follows:
ExG = 2G – R – B
(1)
with constraints: if (G<R or G<B or G<120) then ExG=0.
Fig. 3(a) depicts the original papaya image that includes the
background and shadow. The result of ExG color filter
implementation is a gray scale image as shown in Fig. 3(b)
and 3(c) displays the binarized image of the papaya obtained
via thresholding.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3. ExG color filter implementation results (a) original
image (b) ExG filtered image and (c) Binarized image
Fig. 4 shows the matrix of the gray scale values of the
fruit object. By setting the threshold value to 20, a high gray
scale value (>20) can be separated from the low gray scale
value(<20) in an attempt to separate values greater than 20
represent the object where as values less than 20 symbolize
the shadow and background.
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a. Original
b. Binary image c. Free noise
Fig. 5. Step-by-step results of the region filling technique to
remove noise inside the object
In order to calibrate the result, segmentation and noise
removal tasks were performed manually using photo editor
software as a reference image. Then, the area of the object
obtained from the proposed technique and the reference
image were compared.

2.3 Computation of estimated volume and weight
Grading based on size will provide accurate results if
the volume can be accurately estimated from the image (2).
The fruit produce should also have a constant density, or at
least consistent within a batch. Without these two conditions,
fruits can be of the same size but their weights may vary. In
(11), to estimate the volume of an orange, a spherical
approximation was used and it is defined as
πd 3
(3)
Vorange ≈
6
Volume estimation using the above mentioned
approximation formula varies greatly when compared to the
liquid displacement technique. Another formulation was
developed to estimate potato volume as a function of the
area profile (6). The potato volume estimation formula is as
shown below:
( projected _ area) 2
(4)
Vpotato ≈
lenght
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This formula has been applied to 12 different images of
potatoes that were rolled along the conveyor. With the
assumption that the density of potato is relatively constant,
the estimated potato weight differs slightly from the actual
with an average error of ±7%.
A 3-D model used to estimate the volume of irregular
shape objects is as shown in Fig. 6 (3)

respectively (8). As such, the Hotteling transform can be
defined as

y = V ( x − mx )
where V is the eigenvector of the covariance matrix.

x2

y2

e1

e2

Hotteling

y1

x1
Fig. 7. Principle of Hotteling tansform
Fig. 6. A 3-D model of irregular shape object

b

b

V = ∫ A( z )dz =∑ A( z ).Δz

z =a
a
(6)
If Δz = 1 pixel is chosen, then the volume in cubic pixels can
be calculated using Eq. 7.

b

V = ∑ A( z )

z =a
(7)
According to (3), this volume estimation technique has the
ability to estimate correctly volume of an apple with an
average error of ±2.5%. In this work, volume of papaya was
computed by averaging two 2-D images using Eq. (7).
The estimated volume of papaya is calculated in
milliliters and compared to its actual volume. A reference
value was taken from a 3-D object with known actual
volume.
Before computing the estimated volume, major diameter
of papaya is normalized to horizontal axis using Hotteling
transform. Hotteling transform rotates the data so its primary
axis lies along the axes of the coordinate space and moves it
so that its center of mass lies on the origin. Graphical
illustration of the Hotelling transform is as shown in Fig. 7.
The algorithm involves determining the coordinate
vectors of the object x=[x1, x2, …, xN]T where N is the
number of data. The mean and covariance of the vector can
be defined as

N

mx = E{x} =
Cx =

1
N

1
N

∑x
k =1

N

∑x x
k =1
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k

T
k

k

− mx mTx

(8)

(a). Original image (b). After transformation
Fig. 8. Hotteling transform
Result obtained after the Hotelling transformation is as
shown in Fig. 8. Finally, papaya weights are estimated using
the correlation formula between volume and weight obtained
earlier and the exotica papayas are graded accordingly using
Table 1 as guidelines.

3. Result and discussion
The characterisation results of papayas showed that the
volume and weight parameters are highly correlated (Fig. 9).
The correlation formula derived based on the collected data
is determined as
w=0.8484V + 34.353
(10)
where w is estimated weight in grams and V is estimated
volume in milliliters. This weight formula is then used to
grade the size of papaya using the estimated volume
information of the papaya that was calculated via image
analysis approach.
Determining correlation formula
1400

y = 0.8484x + 34.353
R2 = 0.9846

1200
Actual weight

While the major axis of papaya lies on the horizontal
position, the shaded area is
(5)
A( z ) = π (d / 2) 2
where d = y2 – y1 is the diameter of shaded area. This
approximation formula assumes that the papaya has a
circular cross sectional area. For selected dz, the volume can
be defined as the integral of the cross-sectional area A(z)
with respect to dz. Therefore, the object volume can be
computed using Eq. 6 below

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Actual Volume

Fig. 9. Correlation between actual volume and weight of
papaya samples
Accuracy of area estimation is a significant factor that
allows for accurate volume estimation be calculated based
on silhouette image.

(9)
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Classification result

Papaya Volume: Estimated vs Actual
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Fig. 13. Result of papaya classification

Fig. 10. Volume estimation results
Fig. 10 shows both the estimated volume results and the
actual volume of the papayas. It can be seen that the
estimated volume of the papayas do not differ too much
from the actual. On the average, the estimated papaya
volume has less than 7% error. The large error mainly
originated from the irregular shape papaya since our model
is based on a 3D model with circular cross sectional area.
Sample image of an irregular shape papaya is as shown in
Fig. 11.

4. Conclusion
This paper affords an automated papaya fruit grading
system which uses an algorithm to estimate papaya weight
using image analysis approach. The method involves ExG
color filter and morphological operators implementation to
segment the object from the shadow, noise and background.
The area information of the segmented object is then used to
estimate the object volume and thereafter the weight is
estimated. Finally, papaya samples are graded according to
size using the estimated weight information. The capability
of the developed system looks promising with more than
90% correct classification accuracy based upon our
preliminary grading results. More testing will be done which
require more papaya samples in the near future to validate
our proposed system.

5. Acknowledgment
Fig. 11. Example of an irregular shape papaya
Next, the estimated weight of the papaya is computed
using the estimated volume information. Weight estimation
results of each papaya via the image analysis approach are
shown in Fig. 12. Using the estimated weight information,
the papayas are graded according to size. The classification
of papayas by size grading using our proposed method yields
above 90% accuracy (Fig. 13). Misclassification occurs
mainly due to irregular shaped papaya that resulted in
inaccurate volume estimation which in turn affects the
weight estimation computation. Additionally, some of the
estimated weights fall in between the grade categories and as
such causing the misclassification.
Weight estimation
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Fig. 12. Weight estimation results
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